
Resting Leads to Heaven’s Provision

Most of us have been trained in a good work ethic, however, this needs to be tempered so we don’t
become workaholics. In the Kingdom Father appreciates our good work ethic and the high quality of
work we want to do – he’s told me that. Unfortunately, our religious training can cause us to perform to
please him by focussing on our work output. That’s a mistake.

He had to chastise Jamie Rohrbaugh on this matter recently. Here’s an extract of what he said about it:

“My beloved, work is from Me. Work is a gift. But provision is from Me too. The way I have ordained
it, you work to be faithful and obedient to Me and to My Word. But your provision is tied to your
obedience, not to your work.

O My beloved, you have gotten this so wrong for so many years. I desire to untangle the tangled mess
of striving you have made for yourself… 

The way I meant for things to be—and still mean for things to be—is that:

• You obey Me; I provide.

• You obey Me in rest; I provide.

• You obey Me in work; I provide.

• You obey Me in going; I provide.

• You obey Me in staying; I provide.

Do you see the common thread here? It is simply this: You obey Me, and I provide.

I know you feel like you do, but you do not have to strive in order to receive from Me. You do not have
to strive for My provision.

To make it clear: This doesn't mean not to work; work must be done in obedience to Me. But it does
mean to check your motives; to examine yourself; to see that, in reality, you have created an idol for
yourself out of your work—because you have put work in My place as provider and source.

But your work is not your provider, and work is not your source. I am both things to you: provider and
source. I am your sustainer of life.

This is why you have been unable to rest. You have become addicted to work, for in it you have found
both provision and acceptance, as we discussed yesterday. But your labors have gotten you off-kilter,
and out of alignment, for you have failed to rest… 

I need you to rest, My child. Work when I say “work”, and rest when I say “rest”. Is it not true that
miracles have happened for you every time you have rested? Is it not true that, at your lowest point
and darkest hour,  I have provided for your needs? Do you not remember having nothing to give,
nothing to offer, and I came through for you anyway?

If you will rest, I will provide and move in a way you could never imagine.

I am cutting to the core of who you are; of who you have made yourself to be. I did not create you to be
a mechanized, working machine; you have done that to yourself. But I say to you today that you are
My child, My beloved one; and I will provide for your needs if you will obey Me.

Obedience in My rest is just as important as obedience in My work. And to tell the difference between
the times and seasons for both—from day to day and even from hour to hour—you will have to abide
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in Me and listen.

You do hear My voice. You hear clearly. You are just not used to it being OK to stop and rest, for your
paradigm did not allow that before. But I want you to dethrone your idol of work right now, and place
'work' on the same level as 'rest'—simply listing it with all other activities I may tell you to do from
moment to moment… 
Beloved, I desire you to come near Me. You have gotten out of alignment by putting work in My place
as your source. This has hindered our relationship and has kept you from receiving much that I have
for you. Recalibrate and refocus at this time. Seek Me first; don't seek provision first. Seek Me first;
don't seek work first. Seek Me first, even when I ask you to rest. Seek Me with all of your heart, and
you shall find Me—and you will tap into a level of provision and of My miraculous intervention that
you did not even know existed… 

You are mine, but I need you to recalibrate. Search your heart, and allow Me to search it too. Don't get
into unholy introspection, where you become the focus of all your thoughts; keep your eyes on Me and
let Me show you the things I need you to see.

But most of all, come back to Me. Put Me in My proper place as healer, provider and friend. Put Me in
My proper place as your maker and determiner of all that you are. Allow Me to be Myself in your life;
do not limit Me or look anywhere other than to Me for what you need…” 1
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1 – Jamie Rohrbaugh (5-11-2020)  “The Lord Asks Believers, 'Will I Still Provide if You Rest?'”
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